THOSE WHO

make their living in
the off-road racing
segment of motorsports and don’t stay on top of land use
issues, especially those as ordained by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), are turning a blind eye to the very real
dangers that threaten the market.
Government regulatory agencies have a substantial impact
on the health of these businesses. And if pending land use
restrictions expand, then off-road racing will contract through
a combination of fewer venues, race dates and acreage.
Lackadaisical ignorance can be costly, shredding a company’s profit margin when it is too late to do anything about it. But
pushing back the regulatory tidal wave might be as simple as

demonstrating to the general public that the world of powered
mechanical grasshoppers does not run roughshod over the
open desert.
Meantime, sanctioning bodies that must obtain permits from
the BLM, or similar regulatory agencies, all struggle to understand and comply with extensive land-use regulations.
Recognizing the strength in numbers, these sanctioning organizations rely on advocacy groups to herald their message.
“SEMA has sought to protect motorized recreation on public
lands for decades,” said Stuart Gosswein, SEMA’s Senior
Director, Federal Government Affairs in Washington, D.C. “It
is important that the OHV community stay united and work
together to protect access. Wilderness, national monuments
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and other restrictive land-use policies don’t distinguish between
racing and a family backcountry getaway. ‘Road Closed’ signs
apply to both.”
Savvy retail marketers understand the impending consequences, and many are actively supporting consolidated activism. And for those who are not somehow engaged: Understand
that passiveness only aids the land shutdown movement.
Pressing Matters
“The largest issue facing off-road racing is land closures and
government regulations,” explained Wally Palmer of Off Road
Warehouse, San Diego, California, that caters to all segments
of the industry, giving it a very broad view of the marketplace.
“Organizations like Blue Ribbon Coalition, Off-Road Business
Association, San Diego Off-Road Coalition, CORVA (California
Off-Road Vehicle Association), and others are at the forefront
of fighting desert closures.”
According to Don Amador, the western states representative
from the Blue Ribbon Coalition (BRC), a national non-profit dedicated to protecting responsible recreational access to public
lands and waters, the BLM is currently revising land management plans that are upwards of 30 years old. Change is coming.
“BLM cost recovery fees to host a racing event are discretionary,” said Amador. “One event saw fees rise from the $1000–
$2000 range to $30,000–$40,000 in 10 years.
“Extra costs are for monitoring, law enforcement, environmental analysis, etc.,” continued Amador. “None of the perceived costs are reviewable by permittee. There is no
appeal process. Land-use planning is now driven by
lawsuits filed by various land-use groups that don’t
approve of any motorized sport. They want large
areas blocked from use, and often contain routes
used by the races.”
BRC has hired wildlife biologists to independently investigate potential problems that
returned an opinion of non-impact, prompting
it to submit land-use proposals that permitted
motorized recreation to co-exist within the eco-
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system. Government agencies were receptive and adopted
some proposals word for word.
“Groups are challenging the recommendations and seeking
to have them withdrawn or severely altered to their perspective, claiming the BRC fall short,” added Amador. “BRC understands that some environmentalists will challenge anything that
favors motorized, and sees an inevitable court date regardless
of which way the pendulum swings.”
In Nevada, several plans are currently under review that may
revoke sand wash use by motorized transportation—for both
competition and casual use.
“This functional closure would have a devastating effect on the
off-road racing marketplace,” Gosswein agreed. “Companies
that market high-performance racing equipment have a vested
interest in land-use policies. Protecting access for their off-road
customers helps their own businesses thrive.”
Of the five major off-road racing organizations, three of
them hold race events on public lands: Best in the Desert
(BITD), Southern Nevada Off Road Enthusiasts (SNORE) and
SCORE International.
Best in the Desert Racing Association, based in Las Vegas,
Nevada, has the most to lose. Created by Casey Folks in 1984,
BITD currently hosts eight races annually for a variety of offroad vehicles.
“We want you to ride with us now while we still can!” is found
in the middle of the website pitch to join BITD’s non-competition trail ride event.
BITD’s 545-mile “Vegas to Reno” race, the longest competition on US soil, completed its 19th edition this past August
with 333 pre-entries. Starting in North Las Vegas, it finishes in
Beatty, Nevada, just south of Reno.
“Casey and his crew put on great races,” said Steve Olliges,
an unlimited truck racer from Las Vegas with more than 30
class wins and eight championship titles. “Most people don’t
realize we race on existing trails and sand washes. Sure there
is the occasional mishap, but Casey’s crew follows along and
makes things right. We racers want to leave the desert cleaner
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than we found it, and often restore existing trails on our own.”
BITD competes with other organizers
for limited annual permits. All are now
experiencing increased challenges in
their ability to obtain land-use permits.
“The BLM only issues a certain number
of permits for events on public land
throughout the United States, and the
permits can be quite expensive,” said
Folks. “It is a tedious exercise to meet the
demands of the BLM. We have an excellent record for taking care of public lands
and restoring them to their natural habitat.”

Off-road racing’s appeal can be easily conveyed
and promoted through videos available online
as well as action photography via print, web and
social media channels that illustrate the high
jumping, dirt flinging aspects of this thrilling segment. Event promoters use these aspects to draw
attention to off-road racing in order to boost the
ranks of competitors and fans. Photo courtesy of
Lucas Oil Off Road Racing Series.

SNORE President Ken Freeman from
Las Vegas, Nevada, understands Folks’
anxieties all too well. His is the oldest
sanctioned off-road racing organization in the world, having formed in 1969.
Dealing with regulatory tedium in the past
decade alone, Freeman said, has been
exhausting and expensive.
“In the last eight years, BLM land
use fees for events have gone up 1000
percent,” Freeman noted. “The public
perception is that off-highway use tears
up the land. All competitive events on
public lands must have an environmental assessment and are monitored. Any
damage is repaired, and promoters can
be fined. In Nevada, fines start at $5000
an acre, plus repairs that can run up to
$25,000 per acre. With those costs, we
10
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don’t let any damage happen.”
Demonstrating stewardship, SNORE
actively works with the Blue Ribbon
Coalition, performs desert clean-ups,
and partners with charities like Make-AWish Foundation and Wounded Warriors.
SCORE International operates in international territory, mostly outside US regulations, but is mindful of how severe BLM
restrictions have become in many areas
that used to be open to recreational and
off-road racing.
Jim Ryan at SCORE International commented, “Communication with the BLM,
and the local communities that will be
receiving the positive financial impact
of a SCORE event in their communities,
is a must.”
Permits, fines and environmental
assessments are meaningless in comparison to the off-road “death ray” charging up in the guise of national monument
orders. This amounts to a political decision that will wipe out Nevada desert
racing that gets its power from The
Antiquities Act of 1906, which grants the
President authority to designate national
monuments in order to protect “objects
of historic or scientific interest.”
“These designations are created
without local stakeholder input such as
racing groups,” noted Amador. “Nevada’s
proposed 700,000-plus-acre Basin and
Range National Monument in eastern
Nevada will negatively impact motorized
recreation. Only a collective effort can
make a difference. Manufacturers, service
providers, sanctioning bodies, racers and
spectators need to be aware, to speak
up and support efforts of the groups that
engage in daily head-on challenges.”
In establishing a national monument,
which can prohibit all recreational use as
well as off-road motorized use (except
emergency vehicles), the President is
required to reserve “the smallest area
compatible with the proper care and management of the objects to be protected.”
What’s At Stake
Absent the threat of partial extinction,
the off-road racing saga is packed with
stellar developments and adaptations
hewn from a rugged, unforgiving test
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bed born of recreational curiosity. If land
closures push ahead unabated, much
of what’s noted in the remainder of this
report will be severely diminished.
The sport, now with roughly 26 competition classes across five significant
sanctioning bodies, has been used as an
engineering test bed for decades due to
the wide-ranging abuse vehicles take in a
race. Factory engineers have embraced
the sport as the ultimate proving ground.
BITD’s Folks has seen it firsthand.
“Both the original Ford F-150 Raptor plus
Toyota’s new Tundra Pro and Tacoma Pro
were extensively tested in actual off-road
races,” he revealed.
On the protection side, when tracking
systems joined the dusty skirmish, offroad racers’ safety skyrocketed.
BITD places a small digital box inside
each vehicle linked to a satellite that
communicates directly with race control.
The box broadcasts vehicle position
and speed every 15 seconds, and if the
vehicle rolls, the unit automatically contacts organizers to initiate two-way voice
contact with the vehicle.
SCORE’s Ryan said, “The ability to
track and communicate with the teams
during the race is perhaps the biggest
technology jump in the past decade,
along with development in safety gear
and medevac units.”
SNORE’s Freeman added, “Run-flat tires
were first in desert racing, and HID lighting now in many high-end cars debuted
at a SNORE night race in 1995. We are
seeing changes in tires and race trucks
that no one thought of three years ago.”
Ritchie Lewis of the Lucas Oil Off Road
Racing Series in Corona, California,
pointed out that chassis design and
geometry are in constant flux, with the
intent that no single suspension design
reigns superior.
“Off-road race vehicles have big wheel
travel and tend to have heavier overall
vehicle weights,” Lewis explained. “This
led to bigger and better shocks that now
have position-sensitive, external by-pass
controlled shocks. Shock shaft speeds
are staggering and generate heat, which
pushed the development of external
14

cooling and oil circulation along with the
position sensitive controls.
“Tire technology is also again very
aggressive,” he continued. “We see an
ongoing battle among tire manufacturers looking for the perfect combination
of construction and compound to give
their drivers the edge. Our vehicles have
anywhere between 200 hp (pro buggy) to
900 hp (trucks), and they all have to put
the power to the ground in that contact
patch the tire will afford them.”

Off-road racing has served as an engineering test
bed for decades due to the wide-ranging abuse
these vehicles sustain during races. Suspension,
tires, fuel cells, electronics, safety gear and
many other product categories pushed to the
limits in off-road applications have helped spur
advancements in other forms of racing as well as
general aftermarket vehicles, including several
truck models tested in actual off-road races.

Lewis points out that jumping and
landing changes the dynamics of how a
race vehicle has to work while maintaining traction and controlled turns. Teams
with very differently built competitive vehicles use very different setups for caster,
camber, Ackerman and shock settings,
and yet turn very similar track lap times.
“New technologies are being adapted
from some of the other forms of racing,
as well as innovation through restricted
rules that cross-class adapt ideas,” Lewis
added. “Manual sequential gearboxes are
the next revolution of speed.”
Folks noted how rapidly evolving suspension components have pushed safety
refinements. “MasterCraft Safety developed advanced suspension seats and
safety harnesses that are also used in
US military vehicles, along with sophisticated head-and-neck-restraint devices.”
Palmer added that the team at ORW
sees lighter, yet stronger materials in
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LIGHTWEIGHT COMPACT
CONNECTORS FOR AUTOSPORTS
vehicle construction, and even infrared/
night vision for driving safer and faster in
dusty conditions has been tried.
“A few years back a race team invented
an ‘In-Flight’ fueling system so they
could fuel the race truck at speed on the
highway, not needing to stop in a pit, and
therefore saving them lots of time over
their competitors,” he said.
Brad Manka of TORC, a short-course,
off-road racing series based in Irvine,
California, has spotted specific advances
that are replacing OEM options. “In the
Pro 4WD class, advancements are in
gearbox and front differentials,” he said.

LEMO’s M Series Connectors have been
designed specifically for high reliability
and harsh environment applications
including Formula One and Motorsports.
Features:
• Lightweight aluminum
• Optimum space savings
• 2 - 114 pin with high contact density
• Oil and fuel resistant
• High shock and vibration resistance
LEMO now offers a complete solution of
wire, connection and assembly!
LEMO USA, INC
800-444-5366
email: info-us@lemo.com
www.LEMO.com
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Trophy Karts, or off-road style go-karts, represent
a tremendous outlet for children to experience
racing and competition, as classes accommodate
drivers 8 to 15 years old. Our sources told us the
best way to turn hobbyists into racers, no matter
their age, is through direct involvement—either
volunteering to help organizers, attending, or
buying a used race car. Photo courtesy of Lucas
Oil Off Road Racing Series.

“Trucks that normally have GM TH400based transmissions are now testing
sequential manual gearboxes, trying
both clutches and torque converters.
Traditional GM-based front differential
housings are losing ground as newer
trucks are being built with smaller, lighter,
and stronger aftermarket front differential
housings from vendors such as Fortin
and Weismann.”
Manka expanded on front differential
innovation driving product development:
“A few using the Weismann unit have
opted for a straight-cut spur and pinion,
with the differential carrier in the middle
of the spur gear, and a drop/bevel gear
input. This allows the unit to be much
more compact, and the output flanges for
the CV joints are about four inches apart
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compared to the normal 18-inch spread.
With a narrower front frame section,
longer axles can be used to decrease CV
angle while boosting useful life in addition to improved suspension geometry.”
Leon Patton of Patton Racing Engines
in Hemet, California, builds big-cubicinch Chevy and Ford engines for the
Unlimited classes, Trophy Truck, Trick
Truck and Class 1, including detuned
pump gas engines for pre-runners. Patton
sees greater engine and chassis management systems refinement through
electronics optimization.

Ideal for anybody looking to build
a carbureted LS3 engine with
an operating range between
1,500 - 6,500 rpm
Designed for use with Gen IV engines
with LS3, LS9, L92, L76 and LSA
rectangular port cylinder heads
Features a high-rise dual-plane design
combined with a plenum that has
been optimized for square-bore
carburetors offering maximum
power and a broad torque curve
Includes a provision for mounting an
ignition timing control module as
well as passages for routing the
coil wire harness for a clean look
Also includes a throttle and trans
bracket for use with 700R-4, 200-4R
and Turbo 350 transmissions,
making this an easy retro-fit
into any muscle car

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT EDELBROCK.COM

FREE CATALOGS: 800-386-8326
TECH LINE: 800-416-8628, 7am-5pm PST. M-F.
FOLLOW US ON:
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70 entries per race. OHV and trails clubs
are a major supplier of new people to the
off-road market.”
BJ Birtwell, an ad agency owner who
purchased the TORC series in 2013,
believes content is the most effective
method in generating interest in off-road
racing. “We have been developing and
sharing content with our fan base,” commented Birtwell. “Our style of racing is
so high-impact that short videos and
stylized photography showing 900 hp
trucks jumping 200 feet through the air,
racing side-by-side toward a checkered

“A few years back a race team invented
an ‘In-Flight’ fueling system so they could
fuel the race truck at speed on the
highway, not needing to stop in a pit.”
“Engine management systems with
sequential engine knock control and
Power Distribution Modules (PDM) are
replacing switches and relays, controlling fans, fuel pumps, etc.,” explained
Patton. “PDMs simultaneously log data to
send warnings to a digital display in the
race vehicle for the driver, or co-driver, to
help predict possible component failure.”
Patton never forgets that while finishing races is important, winning races is
paramount, and he has custom-blended
oil to help engines survive 125-degree
desert heat. “We constantly work with
our teams to help them make improvements,” said Patton, who also works with
air filter manufacturers to figure out ways
to keep dirt out of engines. “We analyze
logged race data, provide engine service,
provide on-site support at a team’s shop,
and attend races in our support vehicles.”
New Racers, New Customers
Among those growing rapidly throughout the sport are UTV classes. Moving
beyond aftermarket bolt-on accessories, classes have expanded for heavily
modified, purpose-built racing machines.
“UTVs are bringing new blood into the
sport,” said SNORE’s Freeman. “But the
VW base classes keep competitors in the
game much longer, drawing upwards of

flag, creates meaningful connections
with Millennials that provoke discussion.
Discussion drives awareness.”
Attracting and retaining people to the
marketplace does not always require
sensationalism, but it does require television coverage, social media, and live
race updates posted to popular websites. Real-time race coverage, not possible with print-based platforms, has also
shifted away from television in favor of
web-based media such as www.RaceDezert.com and www.Off-Road.com.
SCORE International provides television
coverage for desert racing nationally, and
in 2015 joined with ESPN International
to air SCORE race coverage for South
America, Central America, Mexico, as
well as New Zealand and Australia.
The new SCORE Journal digital magazine, free on the Score-international.
com website, has reinvented enthusiast media assets. Engaging and easy
to use, with embedded video clips, it
boasts of 600,000-plus unique monthly
readers absorbing coverage of teams,
sponsors, race products and history. It
benefits greatly from the group’s in-house
video production content simultaneously
serving the racer and fan base.
Ryan expanded on market strategy:
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“We provide maximum exposure with
high-profile events that impact the global
off-road automotive industry. We have
a 70,000-square-foot feature area at
the SEMA Show, the SCORE Baja 1000
Experience coupled with Baja 1000 qualifying at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway.
This allows SCORE teams to interact with
potential sponsors that they would not
normally have exposure to.”
ORW relies on word-of-mouth promotion. “We do virtually zero marketing,” said
Palmer, “but we see social media starting to make more of an impact, especially with teams looking for sponsorship.”

UTV classes are rapidly growing throughout
off-road racing. One sanctioning organization
representative observed, “UTVs are bringing
new blood into the sport.” And from there, they
progress into other classes, requiring new race
vehicles and plenty more race components.
Photo courtesy of SCORE.

Palmer observed that short-course
racing does much advertising because
they have seats to fill to pay for the venue,
whereas desert racing relies on racers’
entry fees that allow the promoter to pay
for permits, because for the most part,
spectating is free at desert races.
The Lucas Oil Off Road Racing Series
draws fans through many regional events,
espousing a “hometown hero” fan base
in addition to big names. “We see a large
group of the ‘extreme’ in off-road racing,
which bring along diehard fans,” noted
Lewis. “Extreme adventure thrill-seekers
gravitate to off-road racing to experience
the ultimate adrenaline rush, that lasts
for hours at a time. The whole realm of
off-road racing started with participants
from the blue-collar crowd. They are the
backbone of the sport today.”
Attracting New Competitors
The Lucas Oil series has divisions in
22

California, Arizona, Utah and Nevada, a
breeding ground for new talent. It also
provides the required training to earn a
national competition license. The series
is ever vigilant about how its races are
officiated to avoid stumbling blocks to
fair competition. This requires continual
rulebook updates to close gaps that new
innovations expose over time.
“Teams’ and drivers’ view of what
happens on the track may not align with
what the officials saw happen,” said
Lewis. “The viewpoint from the driver’s
seat and race control and how those
things are dealt with bring colorful conversations. We have held roundtable meetings with on-track video clips to bridge
the gaps between the perception and the
reality of the on-track incidents.”
Because a Lucas short-course race
is cost-effective, it regularly attracts
national-level veterans who turn laps with
local racers, who in turn get to see what it
takes to be competitive at higher levels.
It is somewhat reminiscent of midget and
sprint car racing of the 1950s and 1960s
that was once a pathway to a coveted
Indianapolis 500 seat.
“This farm system has been very effective at growing the talent pool for the
whole off-road world,” observed Lewis.
Trophy Karts, off-road style go-karts,
represent a tremendous opportunity to
expose kids to racing and competition.
Three classes accommodate ages eight
to 15 years old.
Our sources told us the best way to
turn hobbyists into racers is to get them
involved—either by volunteering to help
organizers, attending, or buying a used,
affordable race car.
“Off-road racing has always been a
family-oriented event,” said Folks. “Many
of the sport’s top competitors started out
as children at an early age attending
races with their families—passing the
racing tradition down through the generations. Our entry-level classes include
Jeepspeed, stock Jeeps with few modifications other than safety equipment.”
“Usually a buddy brings a buddy to a
race, and then that buddy is hooked,” concluded Palmer. “It only takes one.” z
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